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AMERICA'S OLDEST EVENING SESSION COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 
·Interview with the Dean of Students:
The Person Behind The Position 
By OHYANA ZIEGLER 
Q: Dr. Wilson, since you have now been 
at Baruch for a few months, what is 
your impression so far? 
A: I have varied impressions ofBaruch. I 
didn't have any preconceiv� impres­
sions of Baruch, and I don't have any 
negatives, in fact, ;ill my impressions 
are positive. I thought Baruch would 
be a challenge, located in the heart of 
the city of New York. My impressions · 
have been more geared towards what · 
I could do to make Baruch a more ap-
. propriate place for students to study, 
part of their education. They are not , 
getting what they are paying for. This 
is my. greatest challenge. Ron Aaron 
works primarily w_ith -student activi-_ 
ties and the student center and he has 
- been very effective working with Carl 
Aylman to �crease student activities. 
The amount of programming has in­
creased since that staff has been down 
there. I support them-in their efforts. 
Dr. Georgia is trying to institute out­
reach programs for the evening stu­
dents. I think I have a good staff with 
good ideas, and I think ,.,;e'll meet the 
because we have no other way of keep­
ing them here. They enjoy the work 
they do and they are dedicated, but 
they surely could not remain ifwe did 
not have the money to pay them-and if 
the situation does not become more 
stable. The presideqt has recommend­
ed that they get off student fees and be 
given a line from the state to pay 
them, and we hope the-board acts on 
that positively, and very soon. 
Q: I can definitely see you are concerned; 
but what is the first point of business 
you want to address at Baruch? 
terest of their particular race. I think · 
what we have to do is to try and fit the · 
clubs in the mission of the college and 
that is to educate all its students in the 
lifestyles, cultural aspirations and the 
obstacles· fuced by each of these 
group,s hy the society we built in· 
America. Because this explains why 
we interact the way we do and we 
would be less evasive. 
and get a college education. I've been 
impressed with the quality of stu­
dents, wit-h their dedication, and the 
desire and willingness of students to 
become involved in extra curricular 
a,ctivities. I've also been impressed by 
the faculty and the cooperation I've 
received in the department and my 
staff :µid from the administration on 
the whole. ! have good impressions. 
challenge. ' A: My whole trust in student pers6nnel 
services i!,\ to create and enhance an 
Q: Well I don't w:µit to be selfish during 
this interview because students have 
asked me to ask a question for them 
and address their needs. The students 
need more counseling. Unless stu­
dents are. under the SEEK program, 
they latk counseling. Can you help us 
�: You menl;ioned the 'cfiallenges. After­
your: ifmst. semester-:> gi;v,ing· an over­
view, what do you trunk your greatest 
challenge might be? 
A: Well, 'Yhile-I arri impressed V(ith the 
quality of students that participate in 
activities, I think I have to admit, it's 
not a large part of the student popula­
tion. One ofmy challenges would be to ' 
increase student participation in outer 
class activities by the student popula­
tion, because th�y are missing a great 
Q: Since you mentioned the student cen- ; 
ter, how you feel about the student 
fees referendum that's a controversy? 
If student aclivities are important to 
you, what's your point of action and 
how can you support Carl Aylman, 
Bill Kahn and Debbie Bick keep their 
jobs? 
A: Fip;t e1i all, tvhe:re is a process that is' 
underway. Tl're students were in their 
right; to conduct a referendum and the 
President was in his right to refer that 
referendum to the board to be resol­
ved. The board has not got back to us. 
They are studying it, but there will be 
a resolution. The beneficial aspect that 
student activities have on the student 
population, I wouldsayit would be a 
tragedy if the board says no to student 
fees paying the salary of these people 
HAI\VAI\D M.D.A. 
Dream or ,ealitf 
BY STEVE MOSKOWITZ - M:B.A. fro� Harvard is great. Lfuda Vit-
An M.B.A. from Harvard. Just a · ale, one of the representatives and a '79 
dream to most Baruch students: But for a Harvard M.B.A. graduate, told the audi-
handful of hopefuls who attended a forum ence that last year the median starting sal-
on the topic, this is a real possibility. ary for an M. B. A._ graduate was :ii32,500 .
. On November 13representatives from This figure, she added, is weighted because 
tbe prestigious ivy. league school visited of the preponderance of graduates who go 
Baruch to explain moreabout theMaster of into consulting. "It is not unusual," she 
Business Administration program. About said, "for a person who goes into this field 
20 students, most of whom were evening to start atSS0,000." 
students, sat silently and listened intently While _the numbers are impressive, 
to what the representatives had to say. Miss Vitale acknowledges that "the com-
Invariably, each student wondered, "Do I · pensation is high_-because the sacrifices a.re 
have what it takes to be accepted?" high." The average _daily homework -as-
The criteria upop. which acceptance is signment is the preparation of three cases,· 
based consists ·of undergraduate grades, each of which takes three hours. She said, 
GMAT scores, work experience, extracur- in retrospect, "I don't think th�t even in my 
·ricular activities, and· professional prom'-. wildest dreams I ever imagined how mcuh 
ise. Because of the case study method of Work I'd have to put.up with.". 
teaching at Harvard, a student who has When asked about the atmosphere of 
two years of meaningful work experience the school, Miss Vitale replied, "It's not 
stands a much better chance of gaining ac- · like you're in a normal college situation 
cepta«e than does a studert, who hasjust!)Jm- where you could fe.el a, step above some of 
pleted his undengradu'ate studies. In fact, : the students. At Harvard, you!re totally 
only 5 percent of those enrolled in the Class surrounded by people wh� never failed at 
. of'81.weretaken directly.from college. anything:" 
1'he .,remuneration for having an,, . . /c:ntfn1¥..d.<!'t,P.<u.Je3 
educational environment. You can 
thil).k of it in terms of a community 
where people come together with one. 
aim and objective in mind, and that is 
to try and create an atmospher.e where 
1 people learn from each othei:, and 
contribute to each other. The oppor­
tunities and the challenges are here in 
Baruch because we have such a diver­
·sified' s1M:clenti-l:i,0:tly tiha't came. frem ilif­
ferent ethnic, cultural, and religious 
backgrounds. There is something in 
that, that we can learn from and con­
tribute, My thrust lies in program­
ming which will give us the opportun­
ity to interact, student to student, stu­
dent to faculty, student to alumni and 
student to administration. This way, 
we do not have to consider ourse1ves 
students in a vacuum, but students in 
a university and getting the same kind 
of values that Yale or any other uni­
versity offers. I would discourage iso­
lation·. Cultural assertiveness is good 
but cultw'.al isolation is bad. A Chi- ' 
nese, Jewish, or Black club which only 
consists of that ethnic group is alright, 
but it''s bad if they serve only the in-
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get more counselors? 
A: This is not a cop-out, but students mis­
take the responsibilities and areas jjj 
- which the Dean is responsible. I at­
tendeda council meeting of the Dean's 
of Students. In some areas the Dean is 
responsible for curricular guidance; in 
another financial aide; in others, the re-. 
g;istt>al"s effice; in B=ucn the Dean is 
res.139nsible £ar-none of those things. I 
would like to help them in curricular 
guidance, but there are only so many 
lines available that are given to ifpar­
ticular area. The School of Busines�, 
has mor.e than the School of Liberal 
c0Hti11uedo11 pc1ge8 
Baruchian goes 
to Po.land 
By Irene Wodinsky 
At the November 7 meeting of Sigma 
Alpha Delta, member Bernadette Krajchy 
spoke to members ,and new candidates 
about her summer, 1980 visit to· Poland 
during the Polish workers' ·strike and 
showed slides of the trip. 
Last May, Bernadette received an ur­
gent letter from relatives in Thrun, Poland, 
. pleading with her to visit them and aid 
them in whatever way she could. Due to 
the strike, they had very little food ·and 
were unable to obtain other necessities. 
She brought them money, food and medi­
cine, of which there was a severe shortage. 
Bernadette pointed out that in the govern­
ment-owned stores, bluejeans sell for as 
highias :;;95a pair. 
The slides of Poland depicted a flat, 
unscenic country. Since there is no free 
enterprise there, any advertising dis­
played is very bland and is dedicated to 
· getting epople to work hard for the 'sake of 
the state . 
Throughout Tonm, there are monu­
ments dedicated to the famous Polish as­
tronomer, Copernicus (1473-1543), who 
was born and raised there. 
'According to Bernadette, ''No mattei· 
•how downtrodden the people were, it was 
inspiring to sef:l. and feel theil' hope for a 
better and stronge1'. f9l_aµd in'the future." 
� ·.. is , )i 
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E.S.S.A. MINUTES 
Psycho�ogists investigate the 
mental fitness of women 
A meeting of the Bernard M. Baruch 
College Evening Session Student Assem­
bly was hekl'in Room 509, 46 East 26th St., 
New York, N:Y., op Thursday, December 
4, 1980 at 9:08 pm. 
There �ere the following m�mbers 
present: 
Mr. Philippe D. Katz-Treasurer 
Mr. Jacob Lazar 
Ms. Winsome Henry 
Ms. Priscilla Gerald 
Mr. YehudaListokin 
Mr. Mike MoI;kowitz 
· Also in attendence wer.e the following 
people: - -
1 
Mr. Bob Georgia 
Mr. Luis Vazquez-Senior Affair Com-
mittee 
Mr. Anthony Riz°ii-Accounting Forum 
Mr. Paul M. Sherrock-Helpline 
Mr. Michael Bruen-Helpline 
In the absence of Mr. Steven Sales, 
Mr. Philippe Katz called the meeting to 
order. 
Mr. Luis Vazquez from the Senior Af­
fairs Committee informed the Assembly 
about the Committee's plans to improve 
the yearbook. Mr. Vazquez also proposed �o 
improve on other areas; the break down of 
the propose improvements are as follows: 
1) Better-commencement ceremonies 
2) News letter 
3) 'lb make the Senior party a good one 
Mr. Vazquez stated·, "As it row stan:is, 
the budget is inadequate for the proposed 
plans stated previously." 
The required budget for this endeavor 
is $20,700.00. Day Session has given 
:S17,000 while Evening originally gave 
$3,000. The cost incurred, by the Senior 
Affairs · Committee exceeds the original 
budget, therefore the Senior Affair Com­
mittee is impelled to ask the E.S.S.A. for 
an additional sum of$1,(}00. 
'!)he motion to give the additional surp 
was voted on by the Assembly .. The vote 
ws unanimous in favor of giving Senior Af­
fair� the money. 
The next speaker on the floor was Mr. 
Anthony Rizzi, who is the Co-editor in 
Chief of the Accounting Forum. The Ac: 
counting Forum is a semi annual publica­
tion. The Forum is currently being funded 
by/ the Day Session Gov't, however, the 
funding being given is not enough to cover 
thk cost of the Accounting Forum. In order 
to put out the first issue it will cost $1,500, 
therefore the Forum is compelled to ask 
the Assembly for this money. 
After hearing what the speaker had to 
say the Assembly gave the Acco_unting 
Forum $800. The vote was unaniJrious. 
Mr. Katz informed the Assembly that 
they originally promised John Tietsort 
S200 for the advertising' of "The Dream;', 
however, the bill came up to !i;415. 
The motion to give the $415.00 was 
unanimous. i 
The qieeting w135 adjourned at 9,:56 
p= 
An investigation by · psychQlogist · fillment thtoug}i usirtg the creative and in 
Kathleen V. Shea, Ph.D. indicates that the tellectual potential· of a healthy personal-. 
average mental health of women execu- ity. (Routinely, a high self-actualization 
tives may be. better than that of men in score on the PO I is equated with a high 
similar positions. Shea's work also-imp!Jes level of mental fitness.) Additionally; each 
that women are· well equated to handle the woman completed a questionnaire for spe-. 
every day stresses associated with high cific biological and organizational data. La­
l.eve! management positions, possibly bet- ter, Shea supervised a follow-up interview 
ter than men. with each to· - verify the information 
Shea selected 153 women between 21 gathered by testing and to gain additional 
and 60 years oid from different industries· insights about the mental health of each 
throughout the United States. The partici- woman executive. 
pants were employed in high level manage- Shea not only found that top level fe­
rial positions making a minimum of twenty- male executives obtained higher scores 
five thousand dollars a year. She designed thah top !eye! male executives, but also 
a psychological study to establish norms of that middle management women scored 
psychological health for women executives higher than their male counterparts. Con­
and to compare these norms to published tingent to her findings, Shea discovered 
norms for men. that high positive adjustment among sue-
Each participant took the Personal cessful women executives was-affected by 
Orient'ation Inventory (POI) wp.ich mea- ' their birth order, education, and their par­
sures self-actualization-an individual's ticipation in professional organizations. 
basic tendencies for growth and self-ful-
Journalism 
intern�hlp to be· 
offered In spring 
ATTENl'ION all journalism majors and 
all other interested parties. The ·Baruch 
English Department will be offering the 
Journalism internship program for the 
Spring semester. Anyone interested in the 
details or, pjanning to enroll ,must- cont;ict Dr. Myr.on Schwartzman i,n the English 
Department as soon as possible. 
MBA: 
.Dream or 
reality 
continued from page 1 
Trust F-und announ:ces 
�cholarship awards 
The internship offers students the op­
portunity to work for professional publica­
tions and networks while getting their edu­
_cation at the same time. Some of the places 
where Baruch students intern are Channel 
Five, Channel Thirteen, The Amsterdam 
News, Sporting News, The Westsider 
Magazine, CBS, Essence Magazine, and a 
host of other ·networks and profess1onal 
publications. 
The phrase "total committment" was 
used repeatedly by the representatives to 
underscore the importance of what it takes 
to make it through the two .year program. 
Determination, Ambition, Perserverance. 
These are the essentials, they said. An en­
couraging note is that last year, only 2 out 
of about 90 students enrolled dropped out 
of the program. Of further consolation is 
that, according to· Mr. Jean-Lu� ·servat 
the other representative and also a '79 
M.B.A. graduate, "Everyone who makes it 
in thinks that they were the mistake. The 
work load is over.whelming, but if you can 
make it through the first year, the rest is a 
bit easier." 
Contrary to what·you may think, Har­
vard students are not out to cut each 
other's throats. The instructors encourage 
students with expertise in specialized 
areas to help their fellow students in need. 
This request is usually obliged. If you're 
not prepared with the assignments, how­
ever, you risk being humiliated in front of 
the class by your professor. 
TM-Trustees of the Belle Zeller Scho­
larshi"p Trust Fund announce the opening· 
of applications for candidates wishing to be 
considered for Belle Zeller .,Scholarship 
awards. Scholarships of $1,000 ·will be 
awarded annually to City University un­
dergraduates entirely on the basis of merit. 
Applicants must have-completed a mini-· 
mum of sixteen credits at any branch of 
CUNY with an index of 3. 75 or more. Can­
didates must also submit three letters of 
recommendation attesting to their acade­
mic performance and service to the college, 
university and/ or community. 
All applications will be screened and 
finalists will be interviewed by a committee 
of the Trustees or their designees. Awards 
will be announced by May 1, 1981, for the 
1981-82 academic year. Winners will be 
known as Zeller Scholars. 
Applications will be available after 
Dec. 15, 1980, through the office of the 
Dean of Students on each camp�. Applica­
tions must be filed by February 9, 1981. 
CRITERIA FOR ELIGIBILITY 
1. Applicants shall have registered for 
the semester, and be in active full-time 
attendance-carry at least a 12-credit 
pr<1gram currently. 
(Note: Graduating seniors in Senior 
Cplleges are NOTeligibfo.) 
2. Applicants shall be full-time CUN { 
undergraduate students, and shall 
have completed at least sixteen (16) 
credits at any branch of the City Uni­
versity of New York with an index of 8.
3. 75. An official transcript shall be re­
quired from all applicants. 
they remain in active _full-time regis­
tration and attendance, while main­
taining their indexes, good character, 
and service. 
Community College students shall con­
tinue to receive award, if they transfer 
to four year colleges within CUNY, 
and continue to meet the criteria. They 3. Applicants· should show evidence of 
good character, and service to CUNY,· 
the community, and/or their respec­
tive colleges by letters, and/or other 
documents. 
4. There shall be a Screening Commit-· 
· tee(s) to review all applications, and 
select those candidates to be inter­
viewed. Applicants shall be inter­
viewed by the Trustees of the Belle 
Zeller Scholarship Trust Fund, or· 
their designees. 
5. The mnnber of scholarships shall be 
determined by the Trustees in accord­
ance with their absolute discretion. 
6. · Awards shall be paid twice yearly, and 
they shall be $500.00 per semester, or 
Sl, 000 per year, so long as all the condi­
tions continue to be met by the reci­
pient. 
7. All scholarships shall be-renewable so 
that the award winners may receive up 
to three annual awards, provided that 
· will be eligible to receive a total of 
three annual awards, which may be 
divided between the community col­
leges, and the four-year colleges, so 
Jong as both are within CUNY. If 
there is a break other than summer 
recess, the Trustees shall determine 
the renewability ?f the award. 
'9. All applicants are entitled to equal con­
sideration in. terms of Equal Opportu­
nity/Affirmative Action provisions in 
accordance . with Internal Revenue 
Service stipulations. 
10. Successful recipients may be required 
to authorize the release of their college 
records to show proof of continuing 
full-time status. 
11. Any student· recipient who does not 
abide by the terms of the stated cri­
teria, will forfeit his/her remaining be­
nefits including future renewal. 
When asked about how one should go 
about filling out the application, for which 
the deadline is April 3 for September '81 
enrollment, the representatives stressed 
bringing out any uniqu·e information about 
yourself that might give you an edge over 
other applicants. 
Students were also urged to bring out 
as many sides of their personalities as pos­
sible, out were warned not to use "over­
kill." Miss Vitale summed it up like this: 
"Explain your existence and why you did 
anything you ever did-and make it sound 
important. Prov:e you're a born leader." 
The coot of the two-year program for a 
single person living frug-dlly on campus is 
about $20,000. However,' there are scholar­
ships, fellowships, awards, and financial 
aid available to defray this expense. Part­
time jobs can be ruled out due to the rigor­
ous academic work load and stiff competi­
tion for employment from the abundance of 
college students in the area. 
An M.B.A. from Harvard. Just a 
dream, or ... can it become a reality for 
you? 
--< 
ACC (DAY) 
1101 
110;2 '
# 
1103 
2303 
2310 
3304 
3311 
4305·' 
4306 
4330 
4346 
•3�2 
4365 
5323 
5324 
ACC (EVE) � 
1102 
1103 
2303 
2310 
3304 
3311 
4305 
4306 
4330 
4346 
4362 
4365 
5323 
5324 
ACC (GRAD) 
9100 
9804 
9805 
9806 
9807 
9811 
9817 
FRE (DAY) 
1001 
1001 KL 
1002 EF 
3001 D 
3002 D 
4182 E. 
FRE (EVE) 
1001 MW5 
1001 TR53 
1002 TR73 
3ooi ,-wr 
3002 MW7 
GER (DAY) 
1001 
1002 
GER (EVE) 
1002 
-�1
(�_AY) EF. ; !002 OE., 
�001: BC .;. 
3002 BC 
3303 C 
HEB (EVE) 
1001 
HED (DAY) 
1911 
1914 
1915 
1917 
HED (EVE) 
1911 
1915 
GED (EVE) 
0017 
CHI (DAY) 
1001 
1002 
3ooi 
3002 
CPM (GRAD) 
9000 MW4 
9000 M68 
9000, R68 
9000 TR43 
9000 T57 
9000 T68 
9000 W68 
99001 
99002 
F.CO Ci:'AY) 
166I BZ 
1001 CZ 
1001 LN 
1001 PQ3 
1002 F 
1002 G 
1002 K 
3100 BC 
3200 EF 
3200 ML 
3250 CD 
3310 K 
4000 FE 
ECO (EVE) 
1001 in;53 
1001 in;63 
1001 1-n·f/ 
1001 TR73 
1002 1-n-153 
1002 1�:f/ 
1002 M':f/9 
1002 )n-183 
COURSE SECTION � DATE TJME 
'!'nurs. 1/22 10:30 a.m• 
Thurs. 1/22 10: 30 a.m 
::·�- ��� f 6� �:�. 
ACC (GRAD) 
PJJV (DAY) 
3100 
Wed. 1/14 3: 30 p.m. 
Tues. 1/13 'lQ:30 a.m. , 
\·led. 1/21 1
r
30 a.m. 
3110 
31·30 
3141 
3151 
��- t:��- t6g,·�::: 
Wed. 1/14 3:30 p.m. 
Mon. 1/12 1:00 -p.m. 
Tues .. 1/13 :l:30 p.m. 
Mon. 1/19 6: l .m. 
Tues. 1/20 :OD a.m. 
Wed. 1/14 8: G .m 
Thurs. !/22 �:15 p.m 
We<f. 1/14 e, �0 p.m 
Wed. 1/21 �:15 p.m 
Wed. 1/14 /i: 15 p.m 
Wed. 1/14 §: 30 p.m 
Tues. 1/20 6:15 p.m 
'l'nurs. 1/22 �: 30 o.m 
Wed. 1/14 6:15 p.m 
Tues. 1/20 6:15 p.m 
/1on. 1/10 6:15 p.m 
Mon. 1/19 6: 15· p.m 
Tues. 1/20 
Mon. 1/19 
Mon 1/19 
':led. 1/14 
Mon. 1/19 
Tues. 1/13 
Mon. 1/19 
Mon. 1/12 
Mon. 1/19 
Tues. 1/20 
Wed. 1/14 
rn �:m 
6:15 p.m 
8:30 p.m 
6:15 p.m 
8:30 p. 
I>: 15 p.m 
8':30 p., 
6,15 p.rt 
6:15 p.m 
6:15 p. 
Wed. 
Tues. 
Mon. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
1/21 
1/13 
1/12 
1/14 
, 1/14 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
i:00 p.m. · 
10:30 a.m. 
10: 30 a.m. 
Mon. 1/12 1:00 p.m. 
Mon. 1/12 6:15 p.m.; 
Tues. 1/20 6:15 p.m. · 
Tues. 1/13 8: 30 p.m. · 
Wed. 1/14 8:30 p,.m. 
Wed. 1/14 8:30 p.m. 
3170 
4120 
5150 
ADV (EVE) 
3100 
3130 
3151 
5150 
ADV (GRAD) 
9701 
9725 
9727 
AN!' (DAY) 
Iool KC. 
1001 [D 
AN!' (EVE) 
1001 
ART (DAY) 
1011 AB 
1011 C 
1011 D 
1011 EF 
1011 GH 
1012 E 
1012 F 
1012 J 
1012 K 
1020 CD 
1020 EF 
1021 AB2 
HED (EVE) 
2920 
HIS (DAY) 
1003. 
1004 
1005 DE 
1005 GH 
1005 • KC 
1005 LN 
1005 PF 
· 2044 BC 
3550 W 
HIS (EVE) 
Mon. 1/12 1:00 p.m. 1003 , 
Mon. 1/12 1:00 p.m. 1005 · 
Mon. 
Wed. 
Mon. 
-�­
Moh. 
Mon. 
Wed. 
'fues. 
Mon. 
Fri. 
Fri.. 
,Mon. 
Mon. 
'lhurs. 
Thurs. 
Mon. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
Mon. 
Mon. 
1/12 
1/14 
1/12 
l/lJ/ 
l/19 
1/19 
1/14 
1/13 
1/19 
1/16 
1/16 
1/19 
1/12 
1/22 
1/22 
1/12 
1/21 
1/14 
1/14 
1/12 
1/12 
;,1on. 1/19 
Tues. 1/20 
'111urs. 1/22 
Tues. 1/20 
Tues. 1/20 
Tues. 1/20 
Wed. 1/21 
Mon. 1/19 
r-1on. 1/19 
Mon. 
:'4on. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
Tues. 
i-lon. 
Mon. 
· 'Tues. 
:-Ion. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Mon. 
i•ton. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
\·!ed. 
l·,'ed. 
':!ed. 
':led. 
1/19 
1/19 
1/19 
1/20 
1/21 
1/21 
1/13 
1/19 
1/12 
1/13 
1/12 
1/20 
1/21 
1/19 
1/19 
1/19 
1/13 
1/14 
1/14 
1/14 
1/14 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. i 
1:00 ��m- � 
10:30. .a.m- j 
ing:: :� 
8:00 a.m. 
8: 30 p.m·:· . 
3:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
HSP (DAY) 
3000 
·ilsp (-EVE) 
:'�cw\:;;
·:fflc
fG�) 
IMK (DAY) 
1lfoo K 
3400 CE 
3400 GH 
3410 D 
3410 P 
' 4406 
8:00 a.m. , . JMK (EVE) 
l·:00 p.m. 3liio 
1:00 p.m. 4400 
4405 
4435 
6:15 p.m. 4460 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 ;,.m. 
6:15 p.m.· 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 µ.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10: 30 a.m. · 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m.' 
10:30 a."1. 
10: 30 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 e..m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
1:00 r.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
ECO (EVE) 
1002 TR6 
1002 TR73 
3100 TR5 
3200 TR63 
3250 ir.;B 
4000 MW53 
ECO (GRAD) 
9700 1-153 
9704 r-1,153 
9704 1-ftf/ 
9704 ,�.-18 
9704. TR6 
9704 TR8 
9707 M6 
9712 T6 
9723 M8 
9723 R6 J 
9741 T6 
EDU (DAY) 
I50b AB 
1100 BC 
3002 DE 
3010 AB 
5010 EF 
Ew (EVE) 
3001 i-1.-153 
3110 MW53 
5103. W4 
EDI.' (GRAD) 
9500 R6 
9517 T4 
FIH (DAY) 
2bOO 
3600 A9 
3600 AB2 
3600 CD 
3600 FC 
3601 J 
Mon. 1/19 
Wed. 1/16 
Tues. 1/13 
'fues. 1/20 
Wed. 1/21 
Wed. 1/16 
Wed. 1/14 
Mon. 1/19 
Fri. 1/16 
Wed. 1/14 
Thurs. 1/22 
Wed. 1/14 
Tues. 1/20 
'fues. 1/13 
Wed. 1/14 
Wed. 1/14 
Tues. 1/13 
Fri. 1/16 
Tues. 1/20 
6:15 P·("· 
\ 
10:30 a.�. 
10:30 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
10:30 a.in. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.in . 
8:00 a.rt!. 
8:00 a.m. 
; 
8:30 p.i. 
6:15 p.ih; 
8:30 p.q,. 
6:15 p.rji. 
i 
6,15 p,m. 
n��i 
10:30 a.m 
8:00'a.m 
6:15 p.m 
ART (DAY) 
Io2I GH 
1021 KL 
1021 PQ 
1030 CD 
1030 JK 
2026 Jk -
2030 AB 
2054 CD 
. 2060 EF 
2060 GH 
2073 GH 
2205 C 
2251 D 
2255 K 
ART (EVE) 
Iii2o TR53 
2025 Ml-15 .  
2060 TR53 
2073 M\-15 
2205. MW53 
BIS (DAY) 
1000 
·1011 
BPL (DAY) 
5100 
BPL (EVE) 
5100 
Mon. 1/19 8:00 a.m 
Wed. 1/14 8:00 a.m BUS (GRAD) 
Wed. 1/14 10: 30 a.m 9100 
Mon. 1/12 1:00 p.m 9100 . Tl Mon. 1/12 3: 30 p.m , 9200 
Mon. 1/19 1: 00 p.m 
Wed. . 1/21 1:00 p.m CED (DAY) 
Tues. 1/20 8:00 a.m oo5B' 
Tues. 1/13 10: 30 p. 0017 
Mon. 1/12 ·10:30 a. 0018 
Mon. 1/12 1:00 a.m 
Mon. 1/14 8:00 a.m 
'fues. 
Wed. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
'fues. 
Mon. 
'l.\les. 
F'r1. 
Tues. 
Tues. 
Tues. 
Tues. 
'l\Jes. 
Wed. 
tlles. 
lb\. 
tton. 
Mon. 
fues. 
Tues. 
Fri. 
1/20 6: 15 p.m. 
1/14 6,15 p.m. 
1/19 10:30 a.m.-
t�� t�g ;::: 1
l/12 3:30 p.m. 
1/13 8:00 a.m.: 
1/16 8:00 a.m. 
1/13 8:00 a.m. 
1/20 3:30 p.m.' 
1/13 8: 00 a.m. 
1/13 6:15 p.m. · 
)./13 8:30 p.m. · 
1/14 8:00 a.m. 
1MK· (GRAD) 
'1T6'S 
9770 
JNS (DAY) 
Tioo 
1310 
JNS (EVE) ma 
TI'L (DAY) 
Tii5I C 
1001 EEFE 
1001 KL 
1002 BCCC 
1002 KL 
1071 
3001 
3602 
3050 
� 6:15 -p.m.1.1.Ji/�.) 
- - -����.� .
. 
1/22 8:30 p.m.� LJ\W (DAY) 
in ifil 
1/19 8: 00 a.m. · �I 1020 
. l/19 8:00 a.m.; 1101 
1/19 8:00 a.m. 1211 
1120 ' 1:00 p.m. t ,3102 
�i� tgg �:�: Hig� 
.'f �ig� 
Thurs .• 1/22 6:15 p.m., 
Wed. 1/14 6:15 p.m. ', LJ\W (EVE) 
IoII Tues. 1/20 6:15 p.m. · 
Tues. 1/20 6:15 p.m., 1101 
Mon. 1/12 8: 30 p.m. '. 1220 
3102 
Tues. 
Tues. 
Tues. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
- \·led. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
Wed. 
Tues. 
Tues. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
Mon. 
Mon 
Tues. 
Mon. 
Mon. 
Wed. 
Mon. 
Mon. 
Mon. 
Mon. 
Wed. 
Thurs. 
Tues. 
1\ies. 
l·'ion. 
Mon. 
Mon. 
Mon. 
'rues. 
3103 
FIN (DAY)' 
1/13 8:30 p.m. 3601 K 
1/13 8: 30 p.m. , . 360i PQ 
1/20 6: 15 p .m. 3700 EF 
1/20 6:1.5 p.m. 4600 K 
1/14 8:30 p.m. 4600 LN 
1/14 6:15 p.m. 4601 AB 
1/14 6:15 p.m-. 
1/14 8: 30 p.m. 
1/14 8: 30 p.m. 
1/14 8:30 p.m. 
1/13 8: 30 p.m. 
1/13 8:30 ·p.m. 
1/12 8: 30 p.m. 
1/13 6:15 p.m. 
1/12 - 8:30 p.m. 
1/12 8: 30 p.m. 
1/13 6:15 p.m .
. 
1/19 
1/19 
I/14 
1/19 
1/12 
1/19 
1/19 
1/14 
8:00-a.m. '. 
10: 30 a.m. 
ig�5g :::: i 
1:00 p.m. / 
6: 15 p.m. · 
6:15 p.m. · 
6:15 p.m. 
1/22 6:15 p."1 •. 
1/13 6: 15 p.m. , 
1/20 8:00 a.m. 
1/12 10:30 a.m. 
1/12 10: 30 a.m. 
1/12 10: 30 a.m. 
l/i9 1:00 p.m. 
1/13 10:30 a.m. 
4601 BC 
4920 PQ 
FIN (EVE) 
2oOO 
3GOO MW5 
3600 MWB 
3600 TR43 
3601 1-ft/53 
3601 TR6 
3700 MW53 
4600 TR6 
4601 MW53 
4720 TR6 
FIN (GRAD) 
ffl1 R8 
9770 1'GH 
9770 R6 
9770 T6 
9770 TB 
9770 W6 
9770 wB 
9781 R6 
9781 T6 
9783 RB 
9783 TB 
9784 W6 
9785 RB 
9786 T6 
9788 T6 
9792 r-iB 
9797 ':18 
i8;;/DAY) AB 
1001 C 
Mon. 1/12 3: 30 p.m. 
Tues. 1/13 10: 30 a.m. 
Tues. 1/20 1:00 p.m. 
Mon-. 1/12 10: 30 a.m. 
Tues. 1/20 8:00 a.m. 
Tues. 1/20 8:00 a.m. 
Mon. 1/19 8: 00 a.m. 
Mon. 1/12 10:30 a.m. 
Mon. 1/12 1: 00 p.m. 
Mon. 1/12 3: 30 p.m. 
Mon. 1/12 3: 30 p.m.-
Wed. 1/14 8:00 a.m. 
Wed. 1/14 10: 30 a.m. 
Tues. 1/13 10: 30 a.m. 
�,..., 
Tues 1/20 6:15 p.m. 
'Mon. 1/12 6:15 p.m. 
Tues. 1/20 6:15 p.m. 
Mon. 1/12 6:15 p.m. 
_Mon. 1/19 6: 15 p.m. 
Wed. 1/14 10: 30 a.m. 
Wed. 0 1/14 8: 00 a.m. 
Fri. 1/16 8:00 a.m. 
Wed. 1/21 !i:1'.> p.m. 
Mon. 1/19 8:30 p.m. �.::�- · ��� _ nz � 
Wed. 1/21 10:30 a.m. 
Fri. 1/16 1:00 p.m. 
Wed. 1/21 3: 30 p.m. 
Wed. 1/21 
Tues. - 1/13 
Tues. 1/13 
Fri. 1/16. 
Mon. 1/12 
Wed. 1/14 
Mon. 1/19 
Tues. 1/13 
Mon. 1/19 
Tues. 1/13 
Wed. 1/21 
Wed. 1/li, 
Wed. 1714 
Wed. 1/14 
Moru,. 1/12 
��' l/14 
Wed. 1/21 
Tues. 1/20 
Tues. 1/20 
Mon. 1/19 
�n. i/12 
Wed. . 1/21 
Tues. 1;13 
Tues. 1/13 
Mon. 1/12 
Wed. 1/14 
Mon. 1/19 
Wed. 1/14 
Wed. 1/14 
Tues. 1/13 
Wed. 1/14 
'fues. 
Tues. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
F'r1. 
Mon. 
�n. 
'Tues. 
Tues. 
Mon. 
Wed. 
Tues. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
'I\.ies. 
Thurs. 
Mon. 
Thurs. 
Thurs. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Tues. 
Tues. 
Tues. 
'I\J.es. 
Tues. 
\·led. 
Thurs. 
Tues. 
'fues. 
Mon. 
Wed. 
\-led. 
Wed. 
1/13 
.1/20 
1/12 
1/13 
1/16 
1/19 
1/19. 
1/20 
1/l'l 
1/19 
1/14 
1/13 
1/19 
l/20 
1/19 
1/20 
1/14 
1/20 
1/22 
1/19 
1/22 
1/22 
1/20 
1/14 
1/13 
. 1/13 
1/13 
1/20 
1/20 
1/14 
1/22 
1/13 
1/13 
1/12 
1/14 
1/21 
1/14 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.u,: 
10:30 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a-.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
6:15 'p"'1. 
8:JO p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
10:�0 a,m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
10: 30 a.m. 
1:90 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10: 30 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. · 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.ni. 
6: 15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 o.m. 
6::5 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6: 15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m . 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8: 30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
rn �::: 
ui �::· 
1:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
!\L 
CUJRSE SECTION � 
LAW (EVE) 
1Iozr 'lues. 
LAW (GRAD) 
9100 T6 'lues. 
9702 W6 Wed. 
9742 R6 'Thurs. 
9760 T6 'lues. 
LIB (DAY) 
TIIT; . Wed. 
1016 Wed. 
L'TG (DAY) 
TIJ:o Wed. 
1218 Mon. 
1320 Mon. 
1321 ·fues. 
1472 Mon. 
1522 Mon. 
1523 Wed. 
1639 Wed. 
3020 -Mon. 
L'TG (EVE) 
1320 'lues. 
1522 Mon. 
1523 Wed. 
MCR (DAY) 
3000 Wed. 
3605 Wed. 
3610 'lues. 
4650 Wed. 
MCR (EVE) 
-. l_·(--< l 
1/20_ 8:30 p.m. 
1/13 
1/14 
1/22 
1/13 
1/14 
1/14 
1/14 
1/12 
1/19 
1/13 
1/12 
1/12 
1/14 
1/14 
1/!9 
1/20 
1/19 
1/14 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1�:�� :::: �­n� �::: � 
10:30 a.m. � 
1�:�� :::: 1 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
1/14 1:00 p.m. 
1/21, 1:00 p.m.
1/13 10: 30 a.m. 
1/14 10:30 a.m. 
3000 Mon. 
3605 'lues. 
4600 'lues. 
1/19 8:30 p.m. 
1/20 8:30 p.m. 
1/20 6:15 p.m. 
MCR (GRAD) 
mo 
r,r,J'(GRADJ 
9706 t-1o 
9731 M6 
9731 MB 
9731 R6 
9731 T6 
9731 Wl2 
9741 W6-
9743 M4 
9748 M52 
9"/48 R52 
9748 '1'52 
9748 T8 
9748 W52 
9749 R6 
9751 W6 
·9752 R6 
Thurs. 1/22 8:30 p.m. I 
Jl!JN 1/19 
WED 1/21 
WED 1/21 
WED 1/21 
TUE 1/13
WED 1/19 
WED 1/14
WED 1/14 
M:N 1/12
TUE 1/20 
TUE 1/20 
OJU!1SE 
MR'i'(iiAY) 
2000 
3500 
3500
3510 
3530 
3530 
3530 
3530 
35,o 
3550 
5550 
5550 
MKT(EVE) 
2000 
;S500 
3510 
3530 
3550 
3550 
5550 
SECTION � 
WED 
GJ MON 
V TUE 
PV TUE 
· DE TUE 
J 'ruE 
K 'ruE 
V WI,; 
Gff r,',QN 
PQl 'ruE 
AC .FRI 
PQ 'ruE 
t-fw7 
• TR6 
TR6 
MWS3 
TR6 
M6 
WED 
WED 
WE
'ruE 
M:JN
'ruE 
fTJN 
fl!cr'(GRAD) 
9'io2 W6 WED 
9703 M52 M:JN 
9703 M52B ION 
9703 R52 '!'HR 
9703 T52 'ruE 
9703 W52 WED 
9703 W52B WED 
97U M6 r,m 
9712 R6 '!'HR 
9714 W8 Wl:lJ 
9715 1'1 TUt,; 
9717 MB 1'llN 
9750 M6 1,i:JN 
975U R6 '!'HR 
�DAY) E WED 
TUE 
rm 
1'llN
WED 
'JUE
FRI 
'1W
FRI 
TUE 
TUE
FKI 
WED 
1/14 
1/20 
1/12 
1/12 
1/21 
1/13 
1/16 
1/20 
1/16 
1/13 
1/20 
1/16 
1/14· 
1101 P
2220 A 
2313 K
2316 F 
2332 G 
2086 !JI 
2240 J 
. 2260 !JI 
2310 K 
2336, B 
2317 Ill
3331 D 
POL(EVEJ 
ITol W7 
1101 MW83 9'153 MB 
·9754 '!'6 
· TUE 1/20 
WED 1/14
THR 1'/22 
WED 1/14 
THR· 1/22 
Jl!JN 1/19 
TUE 1/13 
THR 1/22 
-6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
ti:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:3b p.m. 
6:15 P.,m. 
6,15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 
' 1101 TR6 
WED 
JIUl 
TUE
'1W 
WE 
Jl!JN 
M'.:N 
1/14 
1/19 
1/20 
1/13 
1/13 
1/19
l./19 
1/20 
1/19 
1/14 
1/20 
99001 
JlflC(DAY) 
·iooi ·-�. �\. 
·1005 
MSCtEVE) 
llffl'l 
PEiltDAY) 
2]l'3 
2320 El'!lll 
2705 Gil 
2705 UI 
RET(DAY) 
flQO 
4900 ·K 
4910 LQ 
5900 BC 
5920 AB 
SOC(DAY) 
1005 AB2 
lOU5 D1:2 
1005 J,J>2
100'.) F 
lu05 J 
1005 K 
100, K2 
1005 · P 
3U45 LD 
3u50 llC 
3o66 P 
SOC(EVEJ 
1Q05 r,1,,'53 
1005 W7 
1005 MW7B 
1005 TR43 
3052 MW83 
4037 TR6 
SPA(DAY) 
1001 'ABl 
1001 AB2 
1001 CDC 
1001 CDl
1001 E 
1001 EF<
1001 Gil 
1001 KL 
1002 AB 
10U2 CD 
1002 DEDO 
WolV- L1.4 
FliI .l.1.6 
WED l/14 
M)N 1/12 
!>ON 1/12 
MJN- 1/12 
FRI 1/16 
WED 1/21 
TUE 1/13 
WE_ 1/13 
M:JN. 1/19 
M:JN 1/19 
• J,!JN 1/19 
MJN 1/12 
MJN 1/12 
Wi:Jl 1/21 
TUE 1/13 
TUE 1/13 
TUE 1/20 
WE 1/20 
FRI 1/16 
M:JN 1/19
'l\JE 1/20 
MJN l/19 
WED 1/14 
WED 1/14 
'JUE 1/13 
M:JN 1/19 
'JUE 1/20 
t,ON 1/19 
t,ON 1/19 
MJN 1/12 
1-m 1/12 
t,ON 1/l< 
MJN 1/12 
fl'.JN 1/12 
11.oN 1/19 
MJN 1/19 
MJN 1/12 
WED 1/14 
3:30 R·'l'· 10:30a.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
. 3:30 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
l:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
ti:00-a.m. 
8:00 a.m.
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
l :00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
�:00 a.m. 
10:30 a,!"· 
1:00 a.m. 
6:15-p.m: 
'8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m •. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:30 p.m. 
{gg ::;: 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m •. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
1101 TR73 
22b0 TR73 
2316 r-t/53 
��� �
3 
2333 "'83 
3341 MW7 · 
3342 TR6 
PSY(DAY) 
4047 B 
PSY(t.VE) 
1001 *511' 
1001 W/A . 
1001 TR35B 
1001 TR73A 
1001 TR73B 
3060 TR73 
3181 W7 
5020 TR537 
::iPA\DAY) 
Ilio2 GH 
1011 GH 
3001 F 
3001 G 
3002 F 
4000· EF 
4011 GH 
4116 B 
4281 C 
4382 F 
4999 E 
SPA(EVE) 
1001 MW5A 
1001 M,1513 
1001 MW7 
1001 TR5SA 
1001 TR53B
1001 TR73 
1002 MW5 
1002 WI 
1002 TR53A 
1002 TR73 
;S001 ffw/ 
3002 W7 
4011 W7 
ssr(r.VE) 
1001 !of,{/ 
1003 MW53 
3001 TR73 
3002 TRb 
3003 TR6 
4002 TR6
4003 '!'Rb 
4004 IB6 
4005 TR6 
4010 MW7 
-�
WED 
WE 
'WID 1/14 
mN 1/19 
MJN 1/12 
WED 1/14 
TUE 1/20 
'JUE 1/13 
WE 1/l� 
WE 1/13 
WED 1/14 
WE 1/20 
1'0N 1/12 
1'0N 1/12 
WED 1/21 
1'0N 1/12 
WED 1/21 
t,ON 1/12 
1'0N 1/12 
IOI 1/19 
WED 1/14 
WED 1/,l 
M:JN 1/12 
WE 1/13 
1'0N 1/12 
WED 1/14
'JUE 1/20 
WE 1/20 
WE 1/13 
M:JN 1/12
MON 1/12 
WE 1/20 
WE i/20 
. WED 1/14 
WED 1/14 
WED 1/14 
WElJ 1/14 
t,ON 1/19 
WE 1/13 
'JUE 1/20 
'JUE 1/20
WE 1/20 
WE 1/20 
'JUE 1/20 
WE 1/20 
WED 1/14 
- \ 
DATE 
1/14 
I,r2 
l/20 
11.20 
1/20 
1/20 
1/20 
1/20 
1/12 
1/20 
1/.16 
1/20 
� COURSE 
ffi!Toil:Y) 
·mo 
SECTION � DATE 
1/16 
1/14 
1/l:J
1/14 
1/13 
1/13 
1/13 
1/19 
� 
1:00 p.m. 
3:·30 p.m .  
Gi�i �I 
��g ::�: 
3t.:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
2121
3211 
3212 
3213 
4341 
4342 
4343 
4344 
4352 
4353 
4354 
q35b 
4365 
436b
'.)411 
f,!JT(EVE) 
DE 
AB 
EF 
'LN
EF 
IN
PQ 
LN 
BC l/14 
·1/14 
1/20 
1/20 
1/19 
1/20
1/12 
8:';SO p.m. 
8:60 p.m. 
b:jl.5 p.m. 
6:r p.m.· 
ii��[�: mo ·MW7 2121 MWS3 3211 . , 3212 
i/14 
1/12 
1/12 
1/22 
1/20 
1/14 
1/14 
1/19 
1/22 
1/14 
1/ 20 
1/19 
1/19
1/22 
6:t5 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m: 
6:15 p.m. 
b:}J p.m.
6:1'.) p.m. 
6:15 p.m . . 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
ti:30 p.m. 
'l!OO p.m.
ti:30 p.m. 
b:15 p.m.: 
6:15 p.m. 
3213 
4341 
4342 
4343 
4344 
4351 
4352 
4353 
q354 
43b6 
5411 
5412 
10:30 a.m. 
1:00-p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
3::JO p.m. 
1:00 p.m., 
10:30 p.m; 
8:00 'a..m. 
8:00 a.m.-
8:00 a.m., 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m.
ti:00 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
r.;r(UHAllJ 
ml T54 
':{/60 M6 
9788 MB 
PIIB(DAY) 
�O BC 
12,0 IEl 
1250 IE2 
1250 <,H 
1250 r.H2 
1250 P 
3050 K 
4000 GI! 
PUB(E'vE) 
ll:30 p.m. • ma ""153 
8:30 p.m.. 1250 TR6 
ll: 30 p.m.. 1250 TR'/3 
' 8:30 p.m. 3q51 MW53 
8:30 p.m.' 
6:15 p.m. � · PUB(GRAD) 
MW83 
MW,3 
. MW53 
TR6 
TR73 
J\li/83 
TRb 
MW83 
MW'/ 
Mlfi3 
FRI 
WED 
WE
WED 
'ruE 
'l\JE 
'ruE
1-IJN 
1-'DN 
FRI 
MON
FRI 
'ruE 
FRI 
MON 
M:lN 
IOI 1/19 
WED 1/14 
WED 1/14
WW 1/14 
MlN 1/12 
WE 1/20 
WE 1/13
Ml-I .1/12 
1/12 
1/16 
1/12 
1/16 
1/20 
1/lb 
1/19 
1/12 
1/21 
1/14 
1/13 
1/12 
1/20 
1/14 
1/19 
1/19 
1/19 
1/20 
1/13 
1/19 
1/20 
1/19 
1/14 
1/19 
. 6:15 
6:15 
ti:3U 
1:00 p.m. 
b·l5 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
B•OO a.m.
10:30 a.m. 
_8:00 a.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
tgg �::: 
1:00 p.m. 
8:00 a.m. 
t�� t:: 
10:30 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m.
l:St30 p.m . 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p,m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6115 p.m.
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m.-
8,30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 
Bi30 p.m. 
8130 p.m.
6:15 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
3:30 p,m. 
f,l)N 1/19 
TUE . 1/20, 
WE 1/13 
JIUl 1/19 
6:1'.) p.m: 
6:15 p.m. 
ll:30 p.m. 
6,15 p.m. 
6:15 p,m. I '91loo W5 
6:15 p.m. j 9420 W6 
. g;§g t::: � ��� �· 
6:15 p.m. \ 9428 TS 
WED 
'Wl:D 
:.� 
l./14 
1/1� 
1/14 
1/20
· 
1/20 
1/22 
1/20 
b:15 p.m. 
b,15-p:m._ 
b:15 p·.m. 
1:1•30 p.m. 
ti:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
b,1, p.m.. 
, 9430 RB 
8:00 a.m. 
10:30 a.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
ll:30 p.m •. 
b:15 p.m. 
ll:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
3:3b p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
3:30 p.m. 
10:30a.m. 
8:00 a.m.
• 1:00 p.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m.
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
ll:3U p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
ti:30 p.m.-
8:30 p.m., 
b:l, p.m.-
rn �:::· 
_ b:15 p.m •. 
6:15 p.m. 
' 6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m..
ll:30 p.m. 
.-
] 
9'190 T6 
Rl!:A(VAY) 
rruo 
11:A(EVE) 
mo M6ti 
1700 TbB 
3710 T68 
REA(GRAD) 
gfljo T68 
SfA(DAYJ 
iN5 
1357 
1515 Ill 
2015
2358 EF 
2358 KL 
2358 LF 
2359 DE 
2359 P 
"154
2357 
2450 
3450 
3155 CD 
3156 !JI 
33b0 LF 
3361 K 
3363 P 
3451 BC 
3452 EF 
SfA(EVE) 
Iof5 
1357 
2015 
<154 R6tl 
2357 
2450 T68 
3450 TR43 
:J450 T57 
3450 W68 
2358 'l'R53 
3155 Mb8 
3362 M68 
3364 R6tl 
3363 Wb8 
3360 W68 
<359 T6ti 
4365 Tb6 
WE 
THR 
WE 
t-m 1/12 
MJN 1/12 
WE 1/20 
'fllE 1/20 
TUE 1/20 
MJN 1/19 
FRI 1/16 
TUE 1/20 
MJN 1/12 
WE 1/13
WE 1/13 
Will 1/14 
TUE 1/20 
MJN 1/19
I'm 1/19 
WE 1/20 
TUE 1/20 
11:lN 1/12 
WE 1/13 
TUE 1/13 
WE 1/13 
TUE 1/20 
1'0N 1/19 
1'0N 1/12 
TUE 1/'.!0 
f!JN 1/19 
'l\JE 1/20 
THR 1/22 
rm 1119 
'1W 11<0 
'l\JE 1/20 
'fllE 1/20 
WED 1/21 
TUt:: 1/.!0 
l>W 1/19 
MJN 1/19 
THR 1/22 
WED 1/21 
WED 1/21 
WE 1/13 
WE 1/20 
10:30 a.m. 
8:30 p.m. 
b:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m •. 
10:3Qa.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10,3oa.m. 
· 10,3oa.m.
1:00 p.m. 
10:3Qa.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
10,30a.m. 
1:00, p.m. 
, 1:31}..Ji..m._ 
1:00 p.m. 
3,,o·p.m. 
' 3:30 p.m. 
10:30a.m. 
10:30a.m. 
1:00 p.m.• 
10:30a.m.
1:00 p.m. 
10:30a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
rn�:� 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m.
3:00 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
b:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
b:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m_. 
6:15 p.m.
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. 
6:15 i).m. 
,6:1? p.m. 
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Food 
For· 
ThoU.ght 
By DHYANA ZIEGLER 
Sigma Alpha Delta 
member visits China 
January 8, 1981. 
By.Selwyn Fung They also visited the Memorial Hall of accustomed to here in America. While in 
At their December·5th meeting, Sig�· Chairman Mao, where at the ,entrance .Gaungzhouthey saw a genujneChinesecir-
Th� p;riting is on· the wall. Times are ma Alpha Delta welcomed back one of its' stands a huge statue of Mr,. Mao similar to cus with trained animals and acrobats per-
changing'for students and it's not as easy as members, Cecile Washington, from her the Lincoln Memorial in Washington, D. C. forming some truly amazing feats. Unfor-
it used to be to maintain a baiance between two-week tour of the Orient. Her trip came They toured the Forbidden City, where in tunately for us Cecile did nofhave her cam-
education and social living. 
· 
at a time when China.and America 1}re once the,past only £he Emperor and his family era along ahd what she. saw was so breath·-. 
Budgets are being sliced from every again establishing normal relatioris after were allowed. TQ culminate their stay in taking, she almost suffocated trying to put· 
comer of existence; and some' of us will some 20 y�-: It w_as spon�ored by her Beijing they were given a rare treat, front _ it into words. 
have a hard time adjusting to these low. company, Scientific American, Inc., and in� row seats at the Peking Opera. A once in a 
budget or no budget situations. Yes, it is .. eluded peoplelrom its bran�hes all. over lifetime opportunity, everyone· thought, In almost all the cities �th the excep'-
not easy. America. Memb�rs of S.A. D. were inde.ed and we could not wait to hear about it. tion of. Guangzhou, the peopie all wore the 
The New . Year is here and fortunate to receive privileged infqrmation Well, we didn't. Unfortunately the front traditional Mao suit; either in green, t:jl'l, 
· with it a lot of new devel�pments �n.d re-a from someone who was there and saw it all. row seats were too comfortable and the or dark blue. Since Guangzhou has a tropi-
Strictions relating to, financi,al aid and She VIsited · magnificent cities such as entire group suc.cumbedt'o it after the first cal,climate and (s. quite a distance from the 
�Tade point averages. A great maj6rity of Beijing, Xian, ·Gli.ilin and Guangzhou, �d' ten minutes an'd missed the whole show. capital, it may account for the absence of 
students depend o_n this aid to supplement , her account of what she saw not only en- the tri.tditional wear and lean towards the 
or �ven totally support their rieeds while in lightened us·about the Chinese people, but . Next stop was Xian (pronounced Sea- more westerly mode of dress. 
college. But once the rules are written fascinated us as well. · on) where they visited the museums and No matter what city they visited, they 
students must comply and rrieet these r�g� In Beijing (Peking), their Chinese the famous 'dig sight' at Paripo village. In were· constantly being surrounded by 
ulations, or else. . · host, T.he Institute of Scientific and Tech- olden days whenever the ruler of the vi!- crowds of curious· Chinese who were not · 
Students must be �ware and stay up- · · nological Information of China, held a b�- !age di�d, he would be buried along with his accustomed<to western visitors. Toe people 
to-date with these rules and regulations: quet receptionfo:rC�ile and her entourage ·entire family and household. Panpo village· were v.ery cordial and 'hospitable and' -
This requires a little effort from students to at the "Great Hall· of the People." If the is one of these burial sites, but it is one treated them with.'tHe utmost respect and 
ineet the demands of their teachers and name does not sound· familiar, it 11hould, where for the first time instead of burying just could mt seem to do enoug)1 for tliem, 
follow certain procedures. It·ma:y be· dif- because Mayor Koch and ex-president Ni- the actual people along with their :mle:r, When asked about the mode of transporta-
ficult because of many existing .circum- xon were also entertained theve. The theJ buried statues of the people and also tion in 'C:hma, Cecile answered: "Myou can 
stances ll}. ever"yday living, but students Chines!:) people attending'that reception all statues oftbeir horses. imagine Park Avenue during rush hour or 
must be flexible and lea.th to. chahge·.with · wore black Mao suits which would be com- Proceeding on to Guilin; they. went Shea Stadium's-parking !cit during a ma:jor 
time. · , parable to o� Tuxedos. While in Beijing, sight-seeing on the Lijiang ri;ver where game, and instead of cars try to pictu,:,e 
It's simple. If a student's grade poipt they v/si�_the .Great W� of qlpna .and they s_awsev;eral Sampap. villag�saJ,ong tbe bicycles!" Everyone in China rides a \,icy-
average is going to affect the possib>ility or strolled along th-e' ti<w fo:rt a wllile 'eajoyirrg ri:ver baiilfui 6uilin is famous for its pictur- cie. Mayer Koc.fl vi;as really impressed 1'iy 
. that student cwntiniring in school, the only the beautiful scenery: of rolli-ng nills ·sur- esque mountains, colorlul �ock formations all this, I guess, and hen.ce the reason be-
thing to (lo is bring that average up. A.t- :rounding the G.reat Wall. Whit amazed and enormous caves. One of the caves that hind.the special bike lanes he built. 
tending school on a full or part tii;ne basis is Cecile most at this point was the number of they ente�d was ·called _the Reed Piper 
costly. The government is saying, ''If you Chinese 'tourists' who were also sight-see- Cave and the inside was-adorned with mas- · On their l'ast day in China they dined 
play i:n school, we ,von't pay." . ing. Another thing that caught her eye was sive columps of stalagmite_anlsta!actite. It on genuine Peking Duck and sipped a rice 
The changes which are coming. ab�ut an elderly Chinese lady gingerly making was a.sight to behold. · wihe called "Moi Toi" which was so potent 
now are only the . beginning. It will become 
her way along the C¾reat Wall. In ancient that not many of them finished their dinner 
harder and harder in the future. The point ' times small feet on women were considered ·, Last stop on the itinerary was seated. In all, this is one experience that 
being.stressed in this Food.For Thought, is a sign of beauty and the feet of all females Guangzhou �Canton) where they toured a Cecile will·never fo
rget anti neither will the 
not to get frustrated. A winner never were bound tightly from the time they commune village called "Sha Yao Peopies members of: Sigma Alpha.Delta who were 
quits, and a quitter never wins. WIN, it's were babies, This wom,l.n apparently ,was Commune." There they saw how everyday indeed d�lighted and grateful that she 
your life and you can toss that ball wher- one of those children for she had extremely Chinese lived. The homes were very mod- would share her- experience with us, and 
ever you want it to land. Don't let th.e sys- small feet. 
· 
est with none of the luxuries that we are now, with everyone. 
teP1 beat you! 
..;__..a.--,---a---------· _1.,...�lvin Ailey i'1 Perf orDl�n_c--e.______.__,_��-
The 17 young members of-the Alyin 
Ailey American Dance Center Repertory 
· Workshop are mi�sionaries as well as 
talented dancers. One of the ensemble's 
prime purJX>ses is "to bring the joy of dance 
to a wider audience", said James Budhazi, 
the group'sAdministrative,A�sot:iate, dur­
ing a pre-performance Interview several 
Fridays ago at Washingt?n Irving High 
School in Manhattan. "There is still a cer-. tain pro\·i ncialisril about dance and dancers 
outside New York City", and during the' 
company's two 6-week tours each year, 
they seek to '.'break old stereotypes", .in­
spire and instruct their audiences,. he ex­plained. 
The l{epertory . Workshop is the 
6-year-old creation of Alvin Ailey, ·de­
signed as a·training-touring company to 
supplement and broaden the scope of Mr-. 
Afley's major company, City Center Dance 
Theatre; and , school;- A'.merican Dance 
Center. The Workshop chlls i�,!,riei,'10er,s 
from annultl open auditions, focusing the 
talent search on aspirants from diverse 
backgrounds-th6se,who might not other­
wise have the chance to dance profession­
ally. 
Once accepted, students begin one to. 
two years of intensive training. Five days a 
week, about seven-and-a-half hours of a 
.dancer's day are spent in classes and re­
hearsals, followed by, as in the case of Fri­
day night, a performance. A difficult life? 
"No", said Mr. Budahazi,''for the students chor�ographed by Siri Sat Nam Singh and 
dance is an extension of life". music by Quincy Jones, was a distrubing · 
Although a geri�ral sense of disorgani- but nevertheless fascin�ting dance: In the 
zation plagued the evening's perform- vein of Donald McKayle's narrative-dance 
·ance-the curtain was 45 minutes late, the masterpiere, "Rainbow 'Round My Shoul­
sound system unruly, and stagehands �- der''; (currently in revival as a part of . 
termittently -appearecl with apologies for Ailey's repertoire at City Center), "For­
technical difficulties-the perform�rs sue- gotten Men" is a !iance ·of eJllotions. The 
ceeded i1} transfixing the audience's atten-. highly stylized story begins with a pas de 
. tion. The program featured music from an <iffei,x-a couple bidding farewell to each 
eclectic ·gathering of sources-from Stra- other-coJored by bird-like, tense yet flow-
. vinsky to Bud Shank, &-avi Shankar to. ing gestµres. Upon their pai:ting, the scene 
Stevie Wonder__:an amusing, highly crea- becomes !Ililitary-a row _of men clad in 
tive melange. And the music coupled with black dance with machine-like precisi9n . 
the dancer!;) were the show's solo scenery. and masculine grace. On the battlefield 
Charged with l_tlnetic energy, the chaos prevails in a one-sided war. The 
· opening piece, "Personifications" choreo- . scene ends with a man collapsing as an 
graph_ed by Jack Waters and· danced to a- invisible bullet penetrates him and he is 
Stravinsky composition, blended mime, dragged off-stage. .' . 
ballet, ·apd modern dance winningly. The On the whole, the cast performed with 
premise: a playful rehearsal scene jnvo'lv- · consistent enthusiasm and vibrancy, 
ing two couples, gradually building-up to· though at.times some membersrseemed mi­
inclucl�--'.the�11tfre1'{lompany in a tour de sure and out of synch with the r(}st,(l)'itir 
force exhibition. mately, the evening was a fascinating taste 
Another selection, ' Forgotten Men", of the state of contemporary dance. 
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'l'IIE SIX'I1EEN.'l'll llOUN·lr' 
By PhylissBowdwin 
Samm-Art Williams, recent winner of 
the AUDELCO award for his play; Home, 
hits the canvas with his new production, 
The Sixteenth Round. Although non-exist­
ent in the boxing world, the sixteenth 
round symbolizes a dream world-a never­
never land where washed-up fighters like 
Jesse Taft can dream of staging comebacks 
and bask in the glory of imagined victories, 
while being cozily protected from the harsh 
reality that they_ are phsycially and men­
tally'incapable of ever fighting successfully 
again. 
Jesse Taft, an over-the-hill fighter is 
paid to throw a fight but accidentally kills 
' his opponent instead, forcing him to take 
refuge from the wrath of the mob in the 
home of his girlfriend, Marsha Lacewell. 
Marsha, a former balle&a who has lost her 
shape but not her spirit, supports Jesse as 
best she can with her meager earnings. She 
tries to protect him from Lemar Jefferson, 
the hit man the mob has hired to kill Jesse. 
_Jefferson, it turns out, wasJessiels former I 
sparring µutner in their younger days, 
and has a personal debt to settle with him 
as well. Jefferson lost the affections of a 
woman to Jesse, and has never forgiven or 
forgotten the episode. He makes his pre­
sence and.his purpose known to Jesse and 
Marsha and maintains a vigil across the 
street from their apartment for over two 
'months. 
Unlike Cephus Miles in Home, Jesse is 
not a likeable country boy who suffers· 
· From the Life of Marionettes 
One of the easiest things to do is to . , Peter's emotional fatigue and disre­
heap praise on the latest work of an es- pair is reflected in Katerina's business 
tablished master artist. This becomes even partner, a homosexual fashion designer 
_easier when the praise is warranted, as is known simply as Tim. Tim expresses a fear 
true in Ingmar Bergman's new German of aging, a fear of that in life which people 
lan�age /ilmb f7:om the,_ [.,ife of the are incapable of understanding, and confu­
M arionettes. In Marionettes, making use sfon" over tRe contrariness of human emo-
. of a typically magnetic and consistent pers- bions. {t is this last which is impressed over 
pective on his topic, Bergman offers up and over again in Marionettes. Almost 
another inscrutable, can't-win situation. If every scene contains an upsefting blend of 
at the cost of being somewhat redundant in tenderness, love and compassion with ·hat­
theme, Marionettes hammers out its mes- red, lust and violence. Tim says to Kateri­
sage again and again, leaving its audience na, "Sometimes I feel they are one and the 
as thoroughly drained as the bulk of Berg- same urge." 
man's works do. Apparently,, so does Bergman. In-
There is an overwhelming mood 0f hu- deed, the brilliant opening scene estab­
man coldness and impersonality through- lishes this at the outset of the film. Peter 
out the film. For all the Freudian pedantics is seen being tenderly carressed by a 
thrown around, it is this pervasive cold- woman; the next moment· he violently 
ness· which repeatedly impresses itself on · lashes out at her. The nature of Peter's 
tne viewer. The story deals with the psy- entire relationship with Katerina bears 
chological degradation and the anatomy of this· out further. Damaging remarks are 
tl:e marriage of Peter Egermann, (Robert followed by apologies, punches by kisses, 
Atzom) a successful German businessman and vice versa. Perhaps the best example 
whose fear and envy -push him: over the 
I 
of this muddled contrast is the two scenes 
brink of psychosis, causing him to commit a, in which Pete�· describes to Jensen his fan­
violent rape-murder. The story is pre- tasies of murdering his wife. These scenes 
sented in the form of flashbacks arid inter- are overwhelmingly, almost painfully 
views with the principa) characters, and serene; Katerina is cast in an alive, pale 
follows no chronological order, but rather, white light, looking content and sublime, 
pieces incidents together until a rather full while peter graphically describes how he 
picture of Peter's descent has been drawn. might run the sharp edge of a knife along 
Peter visits Prof. Mogens Jensen, a her throat. 
psychiatrist, and tells him of a recurring The end res.ult of all this ambivalence 
obsession to murder his wife, 'Katerina, is a cold, deadened reaction on Peter's part. 
(Christine Buchegger). Peter describes his When Katerina asks him what is left (of his 
relationship with his wife as volatile, al- · feelings and conscience) he says, merely, 
though not dangerous, but he admits to a "a pulp of blood and nerves." Ultimately, 
great fear of his violent impulses, which he we realize that every character in this film 
cannot-begin to understand. Jensen disrnis- is just such an unfeeling pulp. All tender­
ses Peter's problems as a simple depres- ness is affected and self serving, all vio­
sion, and thus becomes effectually re;,pon- lence a matter of impus1e, and not actually 
sible for the ensuing disaster. In fact, we of genuine anger or even concern. 
find Jensen corrupt and irresponsible; in a It is t,his quality which underlines 
· marvelous early scene, Jensen proposi- what is perhaps the only problem with 
tions a more or less unwilling Katerina Marionettes. Bergman takes impersonal, 
while Peter, who· is thought to have left ity so far as to make veritable machines of 
Jensen!s gffice,, hides-in a corner.,i'�axes- l).j.s .f»�c�r.�- KateJ:ina and _J'eter hav� 
dm.ppingr _ r!i :;;lr,1 ii'.Jrr;;; 1u ;tuo brt.s 0WZ l)l:l • i..(}! ;; ni '{C1.Wifi1cwnlinued;q7,1Jpa:g{}l8, i· 
some hard knocks, grows up learning from Jesse to die just doesn't wash, unless he 
his experiences and moves on with his life. · expected to frighten him to death. 
Jesse is a punchy drunkard; who is down Veteran a'Ctress Rosalind Cash has 
for the count and on his way o_ut. He evokes some bright moments as Marsha, but there 
little sympathy because he refuses to face are some contradictions in her character. 
the reality of his limitations arid conse- As a former ballerina Marsha's background 
quently fails to seek alternatives to his pre- would suggest a woman of some intellect 
c:licament. He doesn't grow up, just old. and breeding, yet her lines were those of a 
Williams does not have enough mate­
rial to take this play beyond the first round. 
So the characters groggily repeat the same 
material with different lines. As the scenes 
become more redundant, with Jesse sha­
dow boxing and declaring himself champ, 
·Jefferson repeating his threats_ and Marsha 
reacting predictably to both of them, I got 
the sensation of being on a·merry-go-round 
with characters and situations mE;:shing to 
create a visual and audial blur. 
While Roscoe Orman is effective as the 
hit man, it is hard to believe that a man in a 
costly profession• like murder-for-hire 
would be willing to devote months ,of his 
precious time to playing cat. and mguse 
games like entering the apartment while 
the couple is asleep, leaving evidence of his 
intrusion, but never executing his 
task-killing Jesse. It is also unlikely that 
a hit man would want to attract attention 
by traveling in a chauffeur-.driven limou-
. sine. The excUSlJ t�at he was . .w;tjting, for 
lower class, street-smart woman. 
The setting, in keeping with the 
theme, was bleak and hostile to its occup­
ants. The toilet Overflowed when flushed, 
causing Marsha to display a fit of temper, 
·and there was an audible noise of a rat 
gnawing at the wall, tp,ing to get in. The 
walls were ash grey and mud brown in 
tone; FelixF. Cochren did a great job with 
the set, and Shirley Pendergast furnished· 
complimentary lighting to make for an ap­
propriately dismal ambiance. 
Judy Daring whipped up some drear­
ily coordinated layers .of earth brown and 
· grey odds and ends for Ms. Cash to wear, 
pulling off the most chic shopping-bag-lady 
·1ook in the Philadelphia area. 
Horacena J. Taylor can be credited 
with directing this slow 'and plodding 
tragedy that was stretched beyond endur­
ance. I kept hoping that the hit man would 
do his job and get it over with or that J ess'e 
would succumb to his injuries and put the 
a,udiei:ice o:f!the rop�s . 
Captain Al Jarreau 
_ By FasinaBaptiste 
Some 1,800 to 2,000 sets of ears were 
attuned to the space ship's interior watting 
to take the trip with Captain Al Jarreau 
and his five-man ·crew. Where would this 
journey take them? What new frontier of 
reality would they encounter this time? 
No pre-flight anxiety, no last minute 
cancellations interrupted the passengers. 
They simply engaged themselves in pleas­
ant conversation, maintained just below a 
hum. They noticed the round chairs that 
contained them, connecting them at the 
arms, and observed the way the bubble­
shaped lights took on a conical apperance in 
their reflectipn against the panels. of the 
back walls. 
Comprising the crew were Tom Can­
ning,- stretched out on cosmic keyboards, 
Peter Robinson, manipulating the sonic 
synthesizers and Derek Jackson spanning 
oblivion with the bass. Gambia's own 
Milando Gassama delivered universal per­
cussion rhythms while_ one of the finest 
pieces of gold from "the, Golden State", 
Ralph Humphrey, massaged the drums to 
maintain the heartbeat. 
There was a momenta:ry hush as the 
ship's interior iights were dimmed, then a 
thunderous burst of applause as crewmen 
Gassama and Humphrey.began the rhythm 
section's preliminary flight· check in the 
cockpit. Canning and Jackson soon added 
their keyboard energies, .n;iaking it obvious 
to every set of eart ·ha wil systems were . i'i,"�1 
go. In marked contrast to the intensity that 
was created in that timeless moment of 
pre-flight inspection, Captain Al Jarreau 
entered the cockpit's center stage easy, 
easy like 1:30 on a Sunday morning, and 
began the journey into a ne\1/ dimension 
with ,iSunny Day". The Captain's presence 
instantly eclipsed the band ·and a magical, 
musical metamorphosis took place. 
Jarreau is a unique vocal musician. iie 
doesn't merely sing a so'ng; and to say that 
'he really feels his music', is also a gross 
underst;tement of his ability. Al J ai:reau 
delivers a musical experience that makes 
one wonder if his vocal chords are in fact 
rivelets of water upon which notes skip and 
cruise, meeting each other along the way, 
to produce sounds which have yet to be 
defined. 
Jarreau, acknowledging that he was 
vocally weary, gave a relatively short re­
pertoh-e consisting of approximately five 
vocal pieces .. He used his extremely effec­
ti\•e abili�y to warble, yodel and cluplica,e 
various n\usical instruments on 'We Got 
By", "Spab( a11d "Distracted". On a "Chi­
cago Blues" number which was nameless, 
crewman Tom Canning overwhelmed the 
passengers \vith a sensitive classical piano 
introduction. \ 
The space-happy passengers were left 
by Captain and crew 'somewhere in another 
dimension, with more thari. enough energy 
to.find their \\lay�bac}{;.,if t11ey wanwtfo 
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DEAN s�·EAKS> 
continued.from pO{)e 1 
Arts, and the School of Education h� the least counselors. 
Q:· What exactly is your function as a Dean of St'!'dents and what are you actually involved in? What can you.do ancl do you think your racial back­ground. presents other challenges· be­ing the first black Dearfof Students? 
A: . Well, fll answer the last part of the question first regarding _the chal­lenges I would 'face being biac,k. l'v� never been _asked that qu�stion before - and it's a difficult thing to respond to. My natural inclination would be to say no, bemuse I'� as capable and qµal­ified without being chauvinistic. I'm as compet.ent and my background shows the experience to hlteract with any ra\;_ial background, so I donit antici­·pat(! any problems as a result of my race. If any incident o.ccurs which makes me question that presumption, then I will have to deal with it. I've had to. get around a lot of thi�gs in my day; ,I was brought upin the south. I am not a novice in the field of race relations. It has been helpful and I hav!l developed situations to deal with this on my o:wn, but I don't expe<;t any. I think there will be problems that exist in any uni-: versity because of.problems that exist-· in our society. I think the first black President of Baruch was a man named Robert Weaver. 
Q: Now, what about being a Dean of Stu­dents? 
A:'· -I think a Dean of Students is in a very· precarious position. He is seen by the president as som�one who can keep him informed about students. · The president needs peopie to supply him with the, needs that have to be ad­dressed since he has so many areas and functions to cover. At the same time, a Dean of Students is supposed to be a student advocate. The students concerns are supposed to be the ones that he pushes. If students ,were con­cerned about their rights being vio­lated, the Dean of Students would have to investigate and make a report of the president. A Dean is trained in student personnel services and stu­dents expect the Dean to take their side. But sometimes students don't see things exactly the way a Dean of. Student does. They come and say "this is the way its _ should be", and the pres­ident says wait a minute. But I must -educat.e and tell students "I'm not your father and I.don't want to be." If students want to gain the president's respect, the Dean has to be clear and make sur� things are well thought out before approaching the president, ·Q: Have you had to make any of these presentations to ·the president so far? 
A: Fortunately, I have good people . working for me. We have gone to the President concern.jng the fees referen-
..,_ -- -... 
dum-. No student fees should be used to •pay staff because -it's .going to be . A: detrimental to the students. 1We even said that to the people who made the Q: referendum. , A: 
Q: Dean. Wil_son, did you have culture �: shock when you first came to ,New York? A;, 
A: I'm orginally from Florida and par-• tially Philadelphia. I attend�d Flori-da A & M University and received my Masters at the University of Pennsyl- Q: vania in English and Education. I won . 'a Fellowship to Yale for a year and A: then worked on my doctorate at the Southern University of Illinois, and worked full time in student affairs·and Q: that's where I got my experience. I A:taught in Fran�e for four years and enjoyed myself. r took a job at Wash­ington State where I worked for three . years .. And because I had travelled, New. York was not a shock. Butiwhen I saw the restaurants, museums and the Metropolitan Opera, it was a de­light. I am still amazed by the be-haviorof New Yorlfors. Q: 
Q: Would you explain that? 
A: Well walking the streets, you can't ex- A: plain why people are acting the way they do. I walk everywheJ:1;!.· 
Q: Have you ridden the,subways? ij: · A: "Yes ·1 ha,ve.- To tell .the truth I am not afraid to walk anywher'e although people try to put the fear of God in me. A: 
,Q: . 'Y}iat ab_out Dean Wilson; the man?-
January 8,· J.98'1! 
Are you still single? The New York women a;e a little ag­gressive. Are you shy? No; itm�ans, ·I just rup.. What do you like to do when you leave Baruch's walls? The time that I do take off, I like the theater or a nice restaurant. Even though these things are traditional, I sometimes will go to J. aance. You're careful of your words. Do you mean disco?, · · I don't mind disc�, ;n fact, I've gone to one . .It was called "Justine's"" on 36th Street and Eighth Av:enue. You also sing opera, don't you? How did you know that'! I used to sing. At Florida A & M, I was in the concer.t .choir, and at Yale in the symphonic chorale. I took music lessons and my interest grew in opera. I do know a few .arias,- but I just sing them in the shower.' I gave it up a long time ago. It's difficult to make it in opera. You need good connections. IDo you have a desire to go out into the field? Yes, I'm a frustrated opera singer. I do sirig and play a little piano and get my satisfaction out of seeing others. Well Dr. Wilson, I hope all of your dreams come true and mayli>e one day we can convince you to sing an aria. Well, we'll have tQ have another talk about that. 
The· Negro En�emble Theatre presents.:· 
.119ME great for Pattie Mae either. Unable to have childr!ln, ap.d living -:with a man wnom she lliU,dly ever sees, sne ob'tains a diiVeroce, and returns home to Cross Roads, seeking the only man she has ever loved, Cephus By Margaret Nabors Miles. 
Like the-prodigal son who left the com­forts and wealth ·of his father's house to venture out into the �orld, Cephus Miles �es ,a journey, though not willingly. Be­cause of his religious convictions, he de­nounces the military and is sent to prison. Therea�r, t�mpted and lured by satan he travels to the "big city" (the promised land), where he finds nothing but slick fast women and dead promises. Cephus Miles is brilliantly characteri­zed by Charles BFown, in tp.e play HOME, by Samm Art Williams, at the Cort Theatre. He returns ·home after thirteen years, and sits rocking to and fro in a crude wooden rocking chair, perched in the mid­dle of a rough wooden porch. On either side of him two women pose as his conscience, his memory, satan, and his loved one, in a place called Cross Roads·, North Carolina. A Southern sense of irony, black curly hair, well shaped features, and bqdy, and bright cheerful eyes are nature's· gifts to this youngman of Cross Roads. During the late 1950's he has sworn never to leave the land.that was ·c.ultivated and loved by his · grandfather and uncle. The two men met with an untimely death, and Cephus inheri­ted the lan<;l. When his beloved Pattie Mae was sent away to Virginia to attend col� lege, she promised to return and marry C.ephus. However, after being educated Patti Mae feels that she has outgrown a life in Cross Roads, and marries a city law­yer from Virginia. · . Disappointed and bewildered, Qephus · talks to God and again promises never to leave the land. he loves. The V:ietnam war begins and he is called to.serve his country. A God fearing man, Cephus does not be­lieve ,in War or in the ki)ling ,of,_another 
human. He denounces the war and is im­. prisoned in Raleigh, North C�olina, for five years. · , 
After giving up all:hope, Cephus a.gain receivei;, a letter from his auntie �ong with the deed to his property. The letter informs him that his land has beeri repurchased from the governhlent·, fo; him, by a P," Harper. 'Th.inking that God has returned' 
fr9m his vacation, and that He has never _forsaken him,. Cephus returns home. 
Marionettes 
During this time, he spends many sleepless nights alternately praying and desiring Pattie M_ae. In -.one particular scene, the audience roars with laughter as ,.visions of his sexual dreams are acted out by L. Scott Coldwell, woman one, who also portrays Pattie Mae Wells. He awakes with the clang of the bars, and is given a letter from his old auntie, stating that the. ·continued from page 7 government has repossessed his land; for their feelings (or conspicuous lack of them), non-payment of taxes," and that the·people but Tim and Jensen are rather puzzling· of Cross Roads are referring to him as a entities.; it is difficult to accept them as Communist and a coward. "pulps," devoid of altruisitic motives. Still,-Released from prison, Cephus feels as ·this is only a pr,oduct of Bergman's pen­if"God hastken a vacation." He is tempted chant for extremism, a result of the same by satan fu journey to the promised land. el�ments which make the film brilliant. There he can meet beautiful women in red Once the metaphorical nature of the film is silk dresses; he can wear black gabardine accepted, this reservation may be over­pants; silk shirts, - and white knob toe come .. shoes, talkfust, and·flyhighin thebigcity. Sven Nykvist's cinematography is When Cephus reaches this large city, 1:>eerless, and little can be said in this vein not only does he find a job paying him which hasn't been sl\id before. Every shot $125. 00 a week, but he also meets a woman. is composed beautifully, each camera angle She's a smooth talker and wears a red meticulously appropriate. -Bel'gmanhas lost dress. She immediately feeds him cocaine, no touch for making a success of a simple marijuana and Johnny Walker Black on the head shot; there is always present that in-rocks. Later she moves in with him. When tensity which keeps an audience capti-his employer discovers that Cephus has a vated. Of note here,- is Bergman's decision prison record, he is dismissed from his job, to shoot the film in both color and black and and his fast talking, city-slick lady friend white, the latter being more prevalent. leaves him. Those sceres filmed in color, seem not to be Cephus literally becomes a bum. picked arbitrarily, being those few in Throughout the trials and tribulatiqns he which Peter seems to be venting _his true encounters in this promised land, he stili feelings. On the other hand, those scenes manages to seek his "Lawd". Believing his wl)ich are emotionally equivocal ax:e filmed' life is a nightmare, he'despondently says, in black arrl ,white, -an interesting styliza-"God must be away on vacation in Miami." tion. Untypical of Bergman is th!! quick Me�wpile, li{e J;iasn't,._ been all that , . editing µsed in the Qpening scere and those 
Charles Brown, along wifh the sup­F>9.l;1?�•l]g cast, caphme tfie audience al'ld prove the one act play autfientic and over­whelmingly funny. But there is need of. an intermissipn. Nevertheless, Director Douglas 'Durner Ward has done.a fine job in casting this play. The actors are all one-cue, and complement each other nicely. Subtle lighting by Martin .A:i:onstein cast ·shadows on the crude stage set. Costumes by Jeanrie Button as well as the stage de­sign by Felix E. Cochren, bear a striking resemblance. to the coarse clothing and · wooden fam:! houses of the South. · · 
others toward the fuiish. By switching from one shot to another Bergman aug­m�ntk the excitement. of an already con­suming film. · It is important that the extraordinary cast not go without special applause, for they have given further notice of the emi­nence o{the current German cinema com­munty. Atz.om is perfectly neurotic as Pe­ter, and the gorgeous Christine Buchegger is the model for some of the most beautiful cinematography in film history. 
_In the end, Peter has reached·a hope­less· emotional "impasse. Those impulses which he has fearfully repressed have no,w taken full control over him, resolved, if somewhat pathetically. Prof. Jensen offers a scientific, Fr�udian explanation for what has gone wrong, but it is apparent tht Bergman includes this only out" of disdai-n. Jensen's diagnosis is too neat, and again, impersonal. It is one thing to understand a problem, an entirely different o.ne to cure or prevent it. The bottom line is an existen­tial hopeless,n�ss; what seems to be· 1ove and feeling is a facade, what seems to be concern'is iilti�ately self serving. Again,.a can't win situation, but one which is a win-ner on the screen. 
